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Creator: Read, Thomas C.

Description: 1.5 linear ft.

Scope and Content: Papers chiefly consist of genealogical writings and research notes and related correspondence. Included are papers of Jennie Haskell Rose.

Writings of Thomas C. Read include a manuscript of "The Descendants of Thomas Lee of Charleston, South Carolina (1710-1769)" (589 p.), which contains information on the allied families of Jordan, Lockwood, Nabors, and Logan. Related correspondence (arranged alphabetically by correspondent or family name) concerns the families of Lee, Lockwood, Alison, Dill, Robinson, Bonner, Gooding, Gilbert, DeVeaux, Logan, Snowden, Peake, Deas, Emerson, Webb, Youngblood, Earle, Howard, Gibbes, Read, and other allied families.

In addition, there are papers of and biographical information on architect and Confederate engineer Francis D. Lee including a letter (1864 Sept. 28) from Lee in Charleston (S.C.) to his wife Nell concerning personal matters and the shelling of the city by U.S. forces; a letter (1866 July 23) to Major Francis D. Lee in Charleston (S.C.) from P.G.T. Beauregard in Paris (France) regarding Emperor Napoleon III's interest in Lee's ironclad torpedo boat; a letter of condolence (1885 Sept. 1) to Mrs. Francis D. Lee from Thomas B. Annan (1837-1904), a St. Louis (Mo.) architect; and photographs of Francis D. Lee and his wife [Ellen].

Papers (1933-1937) of Jennie Haskell Rose consisting of her notes on the colonial Charleston (S.C.) clockmaker Joshua Lockwood; lists of and notes on Charleston clockmakers; and her correspondence regarding her articles in the "Magazine Antiques."

Preferred Citation: Read, Thomas Carpenter. Thomas C. Read papers, 1933-1969 (bulk 1960-1969). (1087.00) South Carolina Historical Society.
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Container listing:
11/336-339 Read, Thomas C. fl. 1964
Genealogical papers, ca. 1960-1969. 1 ½ ft.
Charleston genealogist. Typescript mss with annotations of Descendents of Thomas Lee. (1964), 589 pgs by Thomas C.Read. Also typescripts mss for Lee Records (Approx 143 pgs). Also much correspondence regarding the Lee, Lockwood< Alison, Dill, Robinson, Bonner, Gooding Gilbert, DeVeaux, Logan, Snowden, Peake, Deas, Emerson, Webb, Youngblood, Earle, Howard, Gibbes, Read, and other allied families. Correspondence arranged alphabetically by correspondent or families. Also material regarding Francis D. Lee and the Architecture Society of St. Louis, MO 1866-1896 with letter from PGT Beauregard (11/338/12)

11/339/3 Rose, Jennie Haskell fl. 1933
Notes, 1933-1937. 50 items.
Charlestonian. Notes of Jennie Haskell Rose on Colonial SC clockmaker Joshua Lockwood. Included are lists and notes on Charleston clockmakers. Also her correspondence (1933-1937) regarding articles in The Magazine Antiques on Lockwood and other clockmakers.